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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Captured Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Catalyst for the Production of Ethylene Oxide (C3PEO), a technology being developed at RTI International, aims at producing ethylene oxide (EtO)—a
high-value chemical—while consuming CO2—a greenhouse gas (GHG). This technology is based on
novel catalysts using the following key discoveries:
1. Abstraction of oxygen (O2) from CO2 by using the reduced mixed-metal oxide catalysts
2. Transfer of the abstracted O2 from CO2 to react with hydrocarbons to form desired products
3. Operation at temperatures that make these catalysts commercially practical to produce EtO.
The catalysts react with CO2 and remove an oxygen atom to produce carbon monoxide (CO),
which is an intermediate for several value-added chemicals (e.g., methanol, acetic acid, vinyl acetate,
ethylene vinyl acetate) currently being produced in Alberta, Canada. Prior to this project, the
catalysts had been developed for other CO2 utilization applications such as char gasification and
natural gas reforming. During char gasification, the oxygen taken from CO2 is recombined with char
or petcoke to make pure CO from petrochemical feedstock. During natural gas reforming, CO2 is
reformed with methane to create synthesis gas (syngas) with a mole ratio of 1:1 CO:hydrogen (H2).
The task at hand for the first part of this project was to formulate catalysts that can use the oxygen
taken from CO2 for selective oxidation of ethylene to make EtO.
During Round 1, RTI staff improved on its previous catalyst formulations and developed
families of catalysts that can remove oxygen from CO2 and transfer the oxygen to ethylene to make
EtO. The catalyst families are based on metal oxide phases, which were found to be similar to iron in
terms of reacting with CO2, but are more selective than iron for ethylene epoxidation. Improvements
on the production of EtO have been made by using promoters, probing the catalyst support to identify
a correlation with support acidity and observing the impact of surface area on dispersion. Finally, the
catalyst was evaluated to obtain catalyst conversion and selectivity data to develop an optimum
process design. Towards the end of catalyst development, two impactful trends were identified that
improved the catalyst performance with respect to selectivity and conversion. First, it was found that
a support with lower surface area and overall lower acidity burned less of the EtO compared to
higher surface area supports, which had been used for much of catalyst development. Second, the
total amount of EtO produced was improved by increasing a metal oxide content, which resulted in a
CO2 utilization catalyst that shows practically the same activity towards EtO production as one that
uses O2.
EtO has been produced in a fixed-bed catalyst test reactor (between 5% and 8%), and was
observed to be produced in the cofeed and transport modes. Bench-scale testing was completed to
optimize the process conditions, including varying the space velocity to increase the mole
conversions. In addition, the catalyst formulation was modified to increase the active catalyst on the
surface of acidic supports. Catalyst improvements were shown to increase the EtO yield to greater
than 7%, comparable to the yield from a conventional process using O2. Experimental data were
incorporated into a process model to determine which mode of operation was most economically
viable for a complete process. The cofeed mode was found to be the most economical, given the
current catalyst performance. A detailed analysis of the potential GHG reductions was completed for
the modeled system and was found to reduce greater than 4.3 Mt of CO2 emissions for each Mt of
EtO produced. Finally, a preliminary design package was developed for testing the novel catalyst
during a pilot-scale process in Round 2 of the Climate Change and Emissions Management
Corporation (CCEMC) Grand Challenge.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Proposed Technology
A conventional hydrocarbon feedstock that is of particular interest to Alberta, Canada, is
ethylene, which is used to make ethylene oxide (EtO). EtO is an important feedstock for the
chemical industry and is used to make many useful products such as polyurethanes, polyols,
glycols, nitriles, alcoholamines, and ethers. EtO is manufactured by several closely related
industrial processes by major chemical makers worldwide (e.g., DOW Chemical, Japan Catalytic
Company, Shell International Chemicals, Sumitomo Chemical, BASF, Scientific Design). EtO is
particularly relevant to Alberta, Canada, because it is home to one of the world’s largest ethylene
production plants. A portion of this ethylene could be converted to valuable EtO by the proposed
carbon dioxide (CO2) utilization process.
The chemical methodology by which EtO is currently produced during a process called
epoxidation, which is the partial oxidation of ethylene using oxygen (O2). A silver-based catalyst
is used, and either air or preferably O2 is the oxidant. Ethylene epoxidation is performed at lower
temperatures (220°C to 280°C) compared with other selective oxidation processes and at high
pressure (10 to 30 bar).1
RTI International has developed several catalysts that could be used in the temperature
range required for alkene epoxidations. We have tested these catalyst formulations and shown
them to be useful for multiple applications such as dry reforming of methane and char
gasification using CO2. We believed that these or similar catalysts can be used to produce EtO by
reacting ethylene with CO2 (rather than with O2 during current state-of-art processes). The
general reaction scheme using the catalyst as a chemical-looping agent is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.

General reaction scheme for CO2 utilization approach for ethylene oxidation.

When considering the thermal stability of ethylene or EtO, both of these are highly
unstable at high temperatures (i.e., greater than 325°C). Our proposed transport reactor process
for the Captured CO2 Catalyst for the Production of Ethylene Oxide (C3-PEO) is a two-step
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process detailed in Figure 2. During Step 1, an oxygen atom is abstracted from CO2, thereby
producing carbon monoxide (CO) in the reducing zone of the reactor. During Step 2, this highly
reactive oxygen atom reacts with ethylene to produce EtO in the oxidizing zone of the reactor as
shown in Figure 2. One reason for this arrangement is the inherent reactivity between CO2 and
EtO, which could lead to the formation of undesirable ethylene carbonate in a cofeed system.
There is uncertainty regarding whether this inherent activity is a real concern because this will
depend ultimately on the process conditions, specifically on the partial pressure of CO2 that
would be used during a cofeed process. If the partial pressure is low enough, then the ethylene
carbonate formation might be avoided. If so, a cofeed system may be advantageous to create a
simpler process arrangement, so this possibility was investigated in the project. Another reason
for having separate reaction zones is that oxygen abstraction from CO2 typically requires higher
temperature than ethylene oxidation, which is a relatively low temperature process.

Figure 2.

Conceptual schematic of the transport reactor process used by C3-PEO.

The proposed EtO process has a concentrated CO by-product stream, which could be
used to manufacture many products. Some of these products include methanol, dimethyl ether,
acetic acid, acetic anhydride, vinyl acetate, styrene, terephthalic acid, formic acid, n-butanal,
2-methylpropanal, acrylic acids, neopentylacids, propanoic acid, dimethyl formamide, and
Fischer-Tropsch hydrocarbons.2 Therefore, the two marketable product streams from the
proposed process are EtO and CO, which are both valuable intermediates for the established
Alberta petrochemical industry.

3
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The Conventional Process
The conventional process for making EtO is performed through epoxidation of ethylene
by using air or O2 separated from air at moderate temperatures (approximately 275°C). Catalysts
are primarily silver on α-alumina with common promoters of alkali and chloride salts. Typical
single-pass ethylene conversion is approximately 13%, with a 42% selectivity to EtO, and the
remainder to the competing side reaction of combustion of either the ethylene feed or produced
EtO. Table 1 presents the data reported in the open literature for epoxidation catalysts used in an
O2-based process compared to RTI’s CO2–based process.1, 3
Table 1.

Comparison of Data from the Literature Regarding Epoxidation Catalysts
Used in O2-Based versus CO2-Based Processes

Catalyst

Reaction
Temperature (°C)

Ethylene
Conversion (%)

EtO Selectivity
(%)

EtO Yield (%)

Ag--Al2O3

275

3.6

77.4

2.8

Ag-SiO2

275

4.4

86.4

3.8

Ag-TiO2

275

2.5

69.7

1.8

Re-Ag-Al2O3

265

13.5

42.0

5.67

RTI-CO2

350

25.0

34.0

8.5

Note: Al2O3 = alumina; SiO2 = silica; TiO2 = titania.

Prior Work
Abstraction of Oxygen from CO2 by Tin(IV) Oxide Iron(III) Oxide (SnO2Fe2O3)–Based
Catalysts
Since 2010, RTI staff have been investigating the processes in which catalysts are used to
convert CO2 into value-added chemicals. The sheer amount of CO2 that must be consumed to
significantly reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions has forced us to focus on the production of
fuels and high-volume commodity chemicals. These CO2 utilization processes must be
economically viable to facilitate their implementation. In this arena, we have developed several
catalyst formulations that can convert CO2 and hydrogen (H2) into substitute natural gas (SNG)
in a circulating fluidized-bed reactor with a capital cost that is at least 40% lower than current
commercial processes. However, given low natural gas prices in North America because of shale
gas plays, many commercial opportunities do not exist for this technology. The second major
application of this platform technology, which we have developed through funding from the U.S.
Department of Energy, National Energy Technology Laboratory (DE-FE00004329), was to
gasify solid carbonaceous feedstocks such as coal, biomass, petcoke, waste, or a suitable mixture
thereof, with oxygen abstracted from CO2. Both of these applications have the potential to easily
reduce GHG emissions by at least 1 Mt annually. Our CO2 utilization technology has focused on
4
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conventional heterogeneous catalysts that are used ubiquitously in gasification and petroleum
refining industries. These industries manufacture products that are in high demand and are
sustainable for the foreseeable future. As such, the conventional heterogeneous catalysts align
well with the thriving hydrocarbon industries throughout the world, in particular those in
Alberta, Canada. They can be used in conventional fixed or fluidized-bed reactors.
In the following reverse-Boudouard reaction (Equation 1), the conversion of CO2 and
carbon to CO becomes thermodynamically favored beginning at approximately 700°C, but the
conversion is low, below approximately 900°C.
(Eq. 1)
The catalyst increases the rate of reaction at lower temperature. The mixed-metal oxide
with tin, iron, and alumina (SnO2[Fe2O3]Al2O3) material was shown to increase the rate of the
reverse Boudouard reaction by 30 times compared to iron without tin. We performed additional
work to show conclusively that the oxygen extracted from CO2 by the catalyst materials results
in the transfer of the extracted oxygen to an external carbon source and that the transfer involves
the catalyst’s surface and lattice oxygen. We characterized the removal of oxygen from CO2 (see
Figure 3). We also studied the reaction by using isotopically labeled C18O2, thermogravimetric
analysis, and mass spectrometry (MS).

Figure 3.

Removal of oxygen from CO2 by using a reduced iron catalyst.

Tin-oxide phases that are known to have temperature-induced oxygen mobility compose
the mixed-metal oxides containing tin.4 We performed a series of experiments with a focus on
understanding how various phases in the catalyst reduce CO2. The results yield the conclusions
presented in Figure 4.

5
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Figure 4.

Percent weight change of catalyst during thermo-gravimetric analysis (bottom)
and the corresponding temperature (top).

Weight changes observed in the absence of a reductant (grey) are most likely because of
desorption of adventitious adsorbates (i.e., water [H2O], CO2, possibly O2) from the surface of
the catalyst. In the presence of a reductant (green), both tin(IV) oxide (SnO2) and iron(III) oxide
(Fe2O3) sites are reduced when heated to 800°C, but the alumina (Al2O3) sites do not appear to
be reduced. The observed weight loss (15.5%) agrees well with the amount of oxygen calculated
to be associated with SnO2 and Fe2O3 (16.7%). The weight is regained in the presence of an
oxidant (red), indicating that the oxygen transfer is reversible. The repeated reduction and
oxidation steps indicate that the process is reproducible. Lastly, the sample is treated with air
(orange) after the catalyst has been oxidized with CO2, and there is little observable change in
weight during this event, signifying that the catalyst is effectively oxidized by CO2.
We conducted MS experiments with isotopically labeled C18O2. The study reveals details
about the fate of the oxygen abstracted from CO2 and the capability of the catalyst to transfer
metal-oxide-associated oxygen to external carbon sources. First, we reduced the catalyst in CO.
Next, we introduced isotopically labeled C18O2, removed heavy oxygen (18O), and produced 18Olabeled CO (C18O) as the primary product. This process labeled the reduced catalyst with 18O,
and the labeled catalyst could then be reduced again with CO with the resulting production of
C16O18O as shown in Figure 5. In addition, we also observed CO2, C18O, and C18O2 during this

6
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step. This result of this study indicates that oxygen is highly mobile within the catalyst and is
able to move between species.

Figure 5.

Labeling of (SnO2)(Fe2O3)Al2O3

In summary, the mechanistic investigation of the CO2 utilization catalyst
(SnO2)1.41(Fe2O3) (Al2O3)1.82 confirmed that the reduced catalyst abstracts oxygen from CO2 and
transfers it to another carbon. Thermogravimetric evidence suggests that oxygen from Fe2O3 and
SnO2 is mobile and can be removed from the catalyst by reductants. Side reactions involving
rapid exchange of oxygen by the catalyst easily occur, resulting in overall high mobility of
oxygen between the catalyst and CO2.
Development of Catalysts Performing at Lower Temperatures
Building on the promising performance of SnO2Fe2O3–based catalysts, we investigated
the potential for using this and similar mixed-metal oxide materials for other CO2 utilization
applications. As an oxygen carrier, the catalyst could be used for the selective oxidation reactions
of hydrocarbons, such as alkene epoxidations.5
Previous studies on (SnO2)1.41(Fe2O3) (Al2O3)1.82 indicated that it required a high
temperature (approximately 700°C) to reduce CO2. To effectively make reactive oxidation
products such as EtO, the current formulation would need to operate in a CO2 utilization process
with a large temperature swing between a catalyst reducing zone and a catalyst oxidizing zone. It
seemed likely that a more active catalyst would be needed that can strip oxygen from CO2 and
oxidize hydrocarbons, such as ethylene, at lower reaction temperatures. To accomplish this, we
prepared an alternative catalyst. We then used thermogravimetric analysis–mass spectrometry
(TGA-MS) to characterize these catalysts, and then compared them to determine whether an
improvement could be made with respect to the following:
▪
▪

Lower reduction temperature compared with (SnO2)1.41(Fe2O3) (Al2O3)1.82
Ability to abstract oxygen from CO2, preferably at a lower temperature.

7
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The results of TGA-MS testing are shown in Figure 6 in terms of the rates of weight
change versus temperature. The negative values correspond to weight loss during reduction of
the catalyst with CO, where oxygen is removed from the catalyst, whereas the positive values
correspond to weight gains when the catalyst removes oxygen from CO2 (verified by MS). We
performed these experiments by first degassing, then reducing the mixed-metal oxide catalysts
with 20% CO in nitrogen, and then with a treatment of the reduced catalyst with 100% of CO2.
We ramped the temperature from ambient to 800°C for the (SnO2)1.41(Fe2O3) (Al2O3)1.82 catalyst
and from ambient to 450°C for the alternative catalyst. The temperature ranges were previously
identified by using temperature-programmed reduction with hydrogen.

Rate of Weight Change, mg/hr

30
20

10
0

−10
−20

−30
−40
−50

Figure 6.

Sn−Fe
Sn-Fe
Ru−Fe
Alternative

100

200

300

400
500
Temperature, °C

600

700

800

Oxidation and reduction rates of weight changes for (SnO2)1.41(Fe2O3)
(Al2O3)1.82 and the improved catalyst.

When comparing these two catalysts, we clearly see a significant improvement. The
(SnO2)1.41(Fe2O3) (Al2O3)1.82 catalyst is reduced starting at greater than 500°C, whereas the
improved catalyst is reducible at approximately 250°C, with a second reduction at approximately
375°C. There are two distinct types of reducible sites in the improved catalyst. In the
(SnO2)1.41(Fe2O3) (Al2O3)1.82 catalyst, there is primarily one type of reducible sites, occurring at
almost 600°C. The major difference is observed when the reduced catalysts are oxidized with
CO2. The improved catalyst removes oxygen rapidly from CO2 at 400°C, whereas
(SnO2)1.41(Fe2O3) (Al2O3)1.82 has two peaks at 600°C and 700°C. The ability to remove oxygen
from CO2 at a much lower temperature shows a promising direction for further development of
the catalyst for ethylene epoxidation at lower temperature.

8
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Potential for Application to Ethylene Epoxidation
RTI has patented the previously mentioned CO2 utilization technologies, which are based
on catalysts that catalyze the conversion of CO2 into CO. Catalysts of this type have the potential
to combine the abstracted O2 with ethylene to selectively form EtO on a catalyst surface. The
(SnO2)1.41(Fe2O3) (Al2O3)1.82 material catalyzes the transfer of the extracted oxygen to a solid
carbonaceous feedstock (e.g., coal, biomass, petcoke) through a reverse-Boudouard–type
reaction to produce CO [CO2 + C = 2CO].7 The second catalyst abstracts an oxygen atom from
CO2 and transfers it to methane to form syngas (a CO and H2 mixture) through the dry reforming
reaction at fairly moderate temperatures.
Initial Findings
Early in the project, the application of these catalysts for ethylene epoxidation was
studied. Without modification, the catalysts are not selective for ethylene epoxidation, and a new
metal oxide phase must be added to the catalyst to achieve this selectivity. The new phase must
be active for the addition of oxygen across the carbon-carbon π-bond of ethylene. The obvious
phase to consider first for this application is silver oxide (Ag2O) because it is used commercially
and is known to be active for ethylene epoxidation.8 As Step 1 in our catalyst development, we
tested the addition of Ag2O to our iron–tin catalyst previously mentioned.7 We doped the
(Fe2O3)(SnO2)1.41(Al2O3)1.82 catalyst with 15% Ag2O. Our doping procedure was to simply take
calcined (Fe2O3)(SnO2)1.41 (Al2O3)1.82 and to impregnate it with silver nitrate salt, followed by
calcination at 450°C. To distinguish the activity of Ag2O from the remainder of the mixed-metal
oxide, we prepared, and later tested, a catalyst of 15% silver on -alumina (typical commercial
formulation). Table 2 compares the behavior of the three catalysts by using thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA).
Table 2.

Comparison of Weight Change due to Reduction by CO and Oxidation by CO2
for Conventional Ethylene Oxidation Catalyst (AgO) (Al2O3), RTI’s Gen 1
CO2 Utilization Catalyst (Fe2O3)(SnO2) (Al2O3), and an Early RTI Gen 2 CO2
Utilization Catalyst for Epoxidation AgO(Fe2O3)(SnO2) (Al2O3)
% Weight Loss
by CO
Reduction

Temperature
of Peak
Reduction (°C)

% Weight Gain
by CO2
Oxidation

Temperature
of Peak Oxidation
(°C)

(Ag2O) (Al2O3)

0.60

700

1.30

700

(Fe2O3)(SnO2) (Al2O3)

9.16

600

9.85

700

Ag2O(Fe2O3)(SnO2) (Al2O3)

5.99

500

7.35

600

Catalyst

9
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The data in Table 2 compare the weight loss or weight gain observed for each catalyst
under CO reducing (weight loss) and CO2 oxidizing (weight gain) conditions. The commercial
catalyst analog, (Ag2O) (Al2O3), is reduced by CO near 700°C with a low capacity of available
oxygen and is reoxidized by CO2 to a small extent. The CO2 utilization catalyst (Fe2O3)(SnO2)
(Al2O3) is substantially reduced by CO near 600°C and is oxidized by CO2 near 700°C with an
appreciable capacity. The doped Ag2O(Fe2O3)(SnO2) (Al2O3) catalyst is reduced at lower
temperatures near 500°C and is oxidized by CO2 near 600°C, also with approximately 5.5 times
higher capacity than Ag2O alone. This finding reveals that the addition of silver does not inhibit
the CO2 utilization ability of the tin-iron formulation and that a CO2 utilization catalyst can be
modified for ethylene epoxidation without the loss of the CO2 utilization functionality. The
primary focus of our work in Round 1 was to develop catalysts with the two metal oxide phases
that work together.
We further tested Ag2O(Fe2O3)(SnO2) (Al2O3) to determine whether it was selective for
ethylene epoxidation. We found that it was not selective for ethylene epoxidation and never
observed the production of EtO when using this formulation. With this result, we revisited our
catalyst formulation strategy and developed other CO2 utilization catalysts that are selective for
ethylene epoxidation by using different metal-oxide phases. The Catalyst Results section of this
report describes these efforts.
Project Objectives
RTI staff have developed a Research Plan that will effectively build on our extensive
knowledge of CO2 and ethylene reactions and of catalysis chemistry to complete a precommercial demonstration of this novel catalytic technology. The Research Plan is divided into
three rounds. The project objectives in Round 1 focused heavily on the improvement of the
current catalyst formulation. The improvement criteria include conversion and selectivity for
EtO, GHG reduction performance, and process economics. To support this optimization process,
additional Round 1 activities included developing necessary data for process design, conducting
a preliminary economic analysis and preliminary life-cycle analysis (LCA). During Round 2, the
key objective will be to successfully scale-up catalyst production and process testing equipment
to enable pilot plant testing of the technology. In addition, the catalyst formulation will be further
optimized for increased EtO yield along with long-term stability of the catalyst. At the current
stage of development, a catalyst has been developed that is selective for EtO by using only CO2
and ethylene as feedstocks with EtO yields very comparable to conventional EtO catalysts used
in air or O2-based processes. However, catalyst degradation pathways have not been studied. We
will use the knowledge and data collected during Round 2 to reduce the technical and design
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assumptions employed in the techno-economic analysis and the LCA. During Round 3, the goal
is to complete a pre-commercial demonstration that would reduce the technical and economic
risks associated with the technology to allow for successful commercial deployment. The
roadmap for this Research Plan is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7.

Technology roadmap for improving the catalytic production of EtO from
ethylene and CO2.
METHODOLOGY

Catalyst Preparation
We used two methods for preparing the catalysts: wet deposition and co-precipitation.
Each preparation method has merit. Wet deposition has the merit of concentrating all of the
active catalyst phase on the surface of the support, but it does not have as many phase interfaces,
which could be important to the catalysis. Co-precipitation has more phase interfaces, but it
could lead to some of the catalyst phases being in the bulk of the material and not exposed to the
surface where gas–solid interactions take place. The two methods are further described in the
following subsections of this report.
Wet Deposition Method
Wet deposition is a catalyst preparation method during which the surfaces of inert
support materials are doped with small amounts of transition-metals. The transition-metals are
deposited on the surface of the support as decomposable inorganic salts. After deposition, the
inorganic slats are calcined at a high temperature (between 300°C and 550°C) to make the
11
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transition-metal oxide, or mixed-metal oxides, when more than one transition metal is used. An
advantage of using a wet deposition preparation is that the active catalyst materials are
concentrated at the surface of the catalyst rather than elsewhere in the bulk. In a round-bottomed
flask with a ground-glass neck, metal salt was dissolved in H2O. We used a gravimetric balance
to weigh out support, and then the support was added to the round-bottomed flask containing the
salt solution. H2O was added to completely cover all solids. We used rotovary evaporation to dry
the solution. When the sample was air dried, we performed calcination by heating the solid at
high temperature to obtain a calcined powder.
Co-Precipitation Method
Co-precipitation is a catalyst preparation method during which an aqueous solution of
metal salts is created, typically containing more than one metal salt, followed by adding an
aqueous base to the solution, which raises the pH of the aqueous solution, resulting in
precipitation of the metal species in solution as insoluble metal hydroxides. The species often
precipitate together and form solids that are filtered from the solution, are dried, and then are
calcined to convert the metal hydroxides into the corresponding metal oxides. We used this
method to prepare several catalysts. In a beaker, we added two metal salts, and then dissolved
these in H2O. With a Pasteur pipette, we added ammonium hydroxide to the solution until the pH
was greater than 8. Next, we filtered and washed the
solid precipitate thoroughly. After the solid precipitate
was air dried, we further dried and calcined it to obtain
a calcined powder.
Catalyst Testing
We tested the catalysts in three systems to
evaluate their ability to abstract an oxygen from CO2
and to transfer an oxygen to ethylene to produce EtO.
The three systems used for testing included an
atmospheric thermogravimetric analyzer, a highpressure thermogravimetric analyzer (HP-TGA), and an
automated microreactor. Each system is described
further in the following subsections of this report.
Atmospheric Thermogravimetric Analyzer
A TA Instruments TGA Q500
thermogravimetric analyzer is a tool used to accurately
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Figure 8. The TGA Q500 (TA
Instruments) that was
used to test catalyst
performance.
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investigate the effects of different process variables (e.g., temperature, feed composition) on
adsorbate (e.g., CO2) loading capacity, uptake rate, and desorption rate in new sorbent and
catalyst materials (see Figure 8).
High-Pressure Thermogravimetric Analyzer
The HP-TGA is a tool used to accurately investigate the effects of different process
variables (e.g., temperature, pressure, feed composition) on adsorbate (e.g., CO2) loading
capacity, uptake rate, and desorption rate in new sorbent and catalyst materials (see Figure 9).
This laboratory system is also used to conduct detailed kinetic and equilibrium studies as well as
cyclic (regenerability) and long-term performance stability studies. This system is fully
automated for unattended, continuous operation. The heart of this HP-TGA reactor system is a
Cahn microbalance that accurately measures the weight change of the catalyst or sorbent sample
in reactive or nonreactive, dry or humidified, single or multicomponent gas flows at high
temperatures and high pressures. We used this system during Round 1 to provide detailed weight
change data to evaluate the material performance between approximately 300°C and 600°C and
10 to 30 bar.

Figure 9.

HP-TGA for catalyst performance testing.
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Automated Microreactor
We selected an automated microreactor to evaluate catalyst performance for conversion
of CO2 and ethylene to EtO. The microreactor system has the ability to run various reaction
conditions unattended and is a good way to screen new catalyst formulations.
Safety
The microreactor packed-bed system has been designed to operate in an unattended
manner with limited user involvement. Such automated systems require adequate safety
measures because the reaction testing involves the use of electrical heaters, high-pressure gases,
asphyxiating and poisonous gases, and potentially hazardous chemical materials. The system has
been designed and equipped with software temperature limits, hardware temperature limits, three
pressure relief valves, and fail-closed MFCs to mitigate the adverse effects of unexpected
incidents such as run-away temperature and over-pressurizing the system.
Experiments have been conducted by using CO (a toxic gas) as a reducing feed gas with a
maximum flow rate of approximately 100 sccm. The desired product, EtO, is a toxic gas and is
expected to be produced at no more than 10% in the effluent amounting to a maximum of 50
sccm. Because EtO has an Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) timeweighted average exposure limit of 1 ppm for an 8-hour day, the microreactor system operates
fully enclosed inside a walk-in fume hood (see Figure 10), which eliminates any possible
exposure of EtO and CO from fugitive leaks. After a test, the system is purged for 30 minutes to
ensure that all harmful gases are removed from the system. In addition, the hot box is purged
with nitrogen to ensure that there is no buildup of EtO and CO from a leak.
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Testing Programs
The catalyst screening experiment
test programs consists of multiple cycles.
Each cycle follows five fixed steps (i.e.,
feed test, analytical purge, oxidation,
purge, and reduction), which are each
described in the following paragraphs.
Step 1. Feed test—This step
involves bypassing the reactor and
purging the analytical system downstream
with the feed gas containing a known
concentration of oxidant (CO2 or air).
This step allows for verification of the
exact composition of the feed gas prior to
each experiment. In addition, this
provides a check on the calibration of the
gas analyzer and MFCs. To avoid
exposing the catalyst to oxidation gas
prior to the oxidation step, this step was

Figure 10.

The microreactor packed-bed
system in a walk-in hood.

achieved in two stages. The microreactor
is first purged with nitrogen, and then placed on bypass. During the next stage, oxidation gas
mixture is fed to the system to allow for a steady composition to be recorded in the analyzer. The
oxidation gas mixture is fed until a steady composition is recorded for 5 minutes.
Step 2. Analytical purge—With the six-port valve in the bypass mode, the feed gas
mixture is switched to nitrogen to purge off the oxidizing gas from the microreactor system and
analytics. Step 2 continues for a duration of 5 minutes until the gas analyzers indicate the
absence of active feed gas constituents.
Step 3. Oxidation—This step ensures that the catalyst surface is fully oxidized and that
any carbon deposits are burned off that may have formed during the previous reaction. Nitrogen
is directed to the microreactor, which is then heated to the oxidation temperature (between 300°C
and 500°C). Then, the oxidant is directed to the microreactor catalyst bed. The duration for this
step is based on the effluent CO and CO2 concentration. Step 3 continues until CO and CO2 are
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no longer produced, indicating that the catalyst is fully oxidized. Then, the microreactor is
cooled to the reducing temperature (between 250°C and 450°C) while under oxidizing gas.
Step 4. Purge—During this step, the microreactor is purged with nitrogen. Then, the
microreactor is bypassed and the desired reducing gas mixture is fed to the system to purge the
reactor downstream lines, condenser, and analytical system, which allows for the reducing gas
mixture to be recorded in the analyzer. The reducing gas mixture is fed until a steady
composition is recorded for 5 minutes.
Step 5. Reduction—This step begins by directing the reducing gas mixture (ethylene or
CO) directly to the microreactor. The time allowed for Step 5 is 45 minutes or until the catalyst
is fully reduced. When this step has ended, the microreactor system is purged with nitrogen.
Depending on the Test Plan, Steps 1 through 5 are repeated to measure the effects of
changing conditions as a function of the cycle number. We developed two types of test modes
(i.e., transfer and cofeed) to simulate conditions of two different reactor types. These two test
modes are further described as follows:
Transport mode—This Test Plan simulates a transport reactor by first oxidizing the
catalyst surface with CO2 or air during Step 3 (Oxidation). Then, ethylene is fed to the reactor
during Step 5 (Reduction) to react with the oxidized catalyst surface to form EtO. This Test Plan
completes one transport cycle following Steps 1 through 5 as previously mentioned.
Cofeed mode—This Test Plan follows a cofeed fixed-bed reactor setup in which both
CO2 and ethylene are fed to the reactor during Step 5 (Reduction) previously mentioned. In this
test mode, the CO2 replenishes the catalyst surface with oxygen , and the ethylene reacts with the
oxygen forming EtO.
Although the proposed technology is represented by testing in transport mode, we also
investigated the cofeed mode because this may allow for a simpler process arrangement. It was
believed that this arrangement would not be possible because CO2 and EtO may form into
ethylene carbonate. In addition, process conditions that would allow for both the abstraction of
oxygen from CO2 and the epoxidation of ethylene may not exist. However, as discussed in the
Results section of this report, EtO was found to be produced for various catalysts in cofeed
mode.
We used the microreactor to screen 28 of the developed catalyst formulations in more
than 460 cycles for EtO production under a range of test conditions, each in both cofeed and
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transport test modes. For these tests, we diluted 5 g of catalyst in silicon carbide to fill a 15-mL
heated reactor zone. The feed gas volume was between 100 and 600 sccm for each test condition
at 19 barg, with varying amounts of feed gas compositions and reactor temperatures. We used
design of experiments and response surface methods to vary the possible parameters that may
affect the production of EtO in the minimal number of experiments. This approach also allowed
us to investigate any two-factor interactions that may exist between the parameters that would
not be found while varying each one at a time. We used a central composite design to vary CO2
partial pressure, ethylene partial pressure, and temperature. The ranges investigated of the
parameters are summarized in Table 3. During each experiment, we repeated the center points
five times to increase the statistical power of the results and investigate any catalyst deactivation
during the course of each testing cycle.
Table 3.

Design of Experiments Parameters for Testing

Varied Parameter

Range

Temperature (°C)

300–450

CO2 partial pressure (bar)

5–10

Ethylene partial pressure (bar)

2.5–10

Catalyst Performance Metrics
The desired elementary reaction for formation of EtO from ethylene is shown as follows
(Equation 2):
𝐶2 𝐻4 + 𝑀[𝑂] → 𝐶2 𝐻4 𝑂 + 𝑀[ ]

(Eq. 2)

Where M[O] represents an oxidized metal catalyst site, and M[ ] represents a reduced
metal catalyst site. We compared each reaction by using the three reaction metrics shown in the
following equations: ethylene conversion (Equation 3), EtO yield (Equation 4), and EtO
selectivity (Equation 5), which are presented as follows:
𝑿𝑬𝒕 =

𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕,𝒊𝒏 −𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕,𝒐𝒖𝒕
𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕,𝒊𝒏

𝒀𝑬𝒕𝑶 =
𝑺𝑬𝒕𝑶 =

𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕𝑶,𝒐𝒖𝒕
𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕,𝒊𝒏
𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕𝑶,𝒐𝒖𝒕

𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕,𝒊𝒏 −𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕,𝒐𝒖𝒕

The major competing side reaction to EtO formation (i.e., complete oxidation of
ethylene) is undesired and is shown as follows (Equation 6).
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𝑪𝟐 𝑯𝟒 + 𝟔𝑴[𝑶] → 𝟐𝑪𝑶𝟐 + 𝟐𝑯𝟐 𝑶 + 𝟔𝑴[ ]

(Eq. 6)

For each test, we quantified the reaction H2O yield and H2O selectivity to compare
catalyst activity for the undesired reaction. Because the stoichiometric ratio of ethylene to H2O in
the undesired reaction is 1:2, the H2O yield is defined in Equation 7 and the selectivity is
presented as Equation 8 as follows:
𝒀𝑯𝟐 𝑶 =
𝑺 𝑯𝟐 𝑶 =

𝒏̇ 𝑯𝟐 𝑶,𝒐𝒖𝒕
𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕,𝒊𝒏

×

𝒏̇ 𝑯𝟐 𝑶,𝒐𝒖𝒕
𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕,𝒊𝒏 −𝒏̇ 𝑬𝒕,𝒐𝒖𝒕

𝟏

(Eq. 7)

𝟐

×

𝟏
𝟐

(Eq. 8)

Gas Analysis
An FTIR multigas analyzer (MKS Instruments) is used to analyze the gas effluent stream
from the reactor. The effluent is diluted by adding 750 sccm of nitrogen before the analyzer to
allow for enough flow to purge the sample cell and to not saturate the detector. We developed a
method to quantify the effluent composition of the following components: CO, CO2, ethylene,
EtO, and H2O. Calibration data for CO, CO2, EtO, and H2O were available in the MKS spectra
library to develop calibration curves for each component within the expected volume percent
ranges and verified with known gas mixtures. We developed a custom calibration curve for the
ethylene feed at high concentrations (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. The custom ethylene calibration at high concentrations.
We identified unique spectral bands for each component to minimize analytical
interference with other components. For example, Figure 12 shows the ethylene spectrum
(white) overlapping the EtO interference spectrum (red), with the quantification band for
ethylene highlighted in blue.
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Figure 12. Ethylene (white) and EtO (red) overlapping spectra.
CATALYST RESULTS
When designing a catalyst for CO2 utilization by ethylene epoxidation, there are three
main hurdles to overcome. The first hurdle is the low thermodynamic stability of EtO relative to
most reduced metals. The second hurdle is the high thermodynamic stability of CO2 relative to
most reduced metals. The third hurdle is formulation of a catalyst that includes a combination of
phases which can overcome the first two hurdles under similar reaction conditions.
As previously mentioned, we have developed an advanced iron mixed-metal oxide
catalysts that can abstract oxygen from CO2 at moderate temperatures (400°C, see Figure 13)
compared to other iron mixed-metal oxides (>600°C). Definitive mechanistic evidence has not
been obtained about this point; however, as discussed in the Results section of this report, the
reduced catalyst is capable of gaining nearly 20 wt% oxygen from CO2. This is a promising
catalyst material for CO2 utilization, but in order to use it for the purpose of ethylene
epoxidation, it must be able to selectively transfer oxygen to ethylene to produce EtO. We spent
some time investigating this during catalyst development, but observed that the advanced iron is
not selective for EtO. We tried numerous combinations, but there was little evidence of EtO
formation.
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Figure 13. TGA testing of CO reduction and CO2 oxidation of improved catalyst up to
800°C at atmospheric pressure.
Having observed good reactivity with CO2 by using an advanced iron mixed-metal oxide,
we hypothesized that we should see similar CO2 reactivity from other metal oxides. We
hypothesized that a different metal oxide phase might be more selective for EtO compared to
iron. We formulated several new catalysts and the first investigations of the catalysts involved
testing for oxygen abstraction at moderate temperatures with the effect of pressure. Initial
catalysts were able to show weight gain at 575°C and 19.3 barg (280 psig) in the HP-TGA (see
Figure 14).
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Figure 14. HP-TGA testing of CO2 oxidation on a catalyst at 575°C and up to 19.3 barg
(280 psig).
Further catalyst optimization sought to test oxygen abstraction at ambient pressures with
the possibility of up to 800°C temperatures. One catalyst was found to be able to use more than
10% of the oxygen in the catalyst as shown in Figure 15 (Task 3). We observed that the
combination led to the observation of EtO under several test conditions involving either
simultaneous or sequential exposure of the catalyst to ethylene and CO2. This was one of the first
observations of a catalyst system in which the reduced form of the catalyst can react with CO2 to
remove an oxygen, while the oxidized catalyst can transfer an oxygen to ethylene to make EtO.
The mechanistic pathway by which the EtO is formed is not clearly understood at this point.
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Figure 15. TGA testing of CO reduction and CO2 oxidation of a catalyst up to 800°C at
atmospheric pressure.
Microreactor Results Summary
The catalyst screening test results under cofeed and transport test conditions
demonstrated cofeed mode produced the best results. While multiple catalyst families were
capable of producing EtO in both transport and cofeed modes, EtO yields were limited to less
than 1% in transport mode. However, catalysts were able to produce EtO yields greater than 5%.
As a result, we performed further optimization of the best performing catalysts from cofeed
mode tests as detailed in the following sections.
Catalyst Support Modification
Although support materials are often mentioned as being inert, there can be synergistic
properties as a result of support and catalyst interaction. We studied the effect of the support by
preparing catalysts on several different supports. We found that the support plays a significant
role in the catalyst activity. For example the highest EtO effluent in the product stream is
observed when it is supported on a certain support. The catalyst activity, however, is different
when the same formulation is supported on others. When the same catalyst formulation is
supported on other supports, the reactivity decreases by two orders of magnitude. The connection
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at this time is not completely understood. Additional factors that should be considered in the
support comparison are the pore size and surface area.
Variations in the results based on support are shown in Table 4. However, the lower H2O
yields indicated lower selectivity towards complete oxidation of ethylene, which significantly
improves the economics of the process as described in the Techno-economic Analysis section of
this report. The EtO:H2O ratio is an important metric to distinguish the relative selectivity of
ethylene conversion to EtO as compared to forming H2O by the side reaction of combustion. The
data reported are collected during the maximum average amount of EtO produced over a 1minute period.
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Table 4.

Comparison of a Catalyst on Two Different Supports
Reduction Feed Conditions

Results

Total
Flow
(sccm)

CO2

Ethylene

Reactor

(vol%)

(vol%)

(°C)

Ethylene
Conv.

EtO
Sel.

EtO
Yield

H 2O
Sel.

H 2O
Yield

EtO/H2O
Yield

Cat 1 on Support A

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

13

45

5.7

78

9.9

0.58

Cat 1 on Support A

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

15

39

5.7

78

11.5

0.50

Cat 1 on Support A

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

15

37

5.4

91

13.3

0.41

Cat 1 on Support B

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

12

44

5.3

64

7.6

0.69

Cat 1 on Support B

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

13

41

5.2

62

7.8

0.66

Cat 1 on Support B

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

13

39

5.0

56

7.0

0.71

Catalyst
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Catalyst Formula Optimization
We performed a statistical ANOVA test of the best performing cycles from the catalyst
screening tests to optimize the catalyst formulation. The analysis found that the variable that had
the most significant impact on EtO yield and the EtO/H2O yield ratio was the percentage of
certain metals in the catalyst. We developed variations of the best performing catalyst from the
screening tests with higher and lower concentrations. We employed the same set of conditions
used to test the support variations to test the variations. One catalyst formula produced the
highest EtO yields measured thus far, ranging from 6.2% to 8.5%. The H2O yield was higher at
21.7% for the experiment that resulted in an 8.5% EtO yield; however, the other experiments
resulted in more comparable H2O yields. To further optimize the catalyst, higher compositions
may result in even better EtO to H2O yield ratios. The results are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5.

Comparison of Various Compositions of Catalyst
Reduction Feed Conditions

Results

Total Flow
(sccm)

CO2
(vol%)

Ethylene
(vol%)

Reactor
(°C)

Ethylene
Conv.

EtO Sel.

EtO
Yield

H2O Sel.

H2O
Yield

EtO/H2O
Yield

Cat A

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

25

34

8.5

87

21.7

0.39

Cat B

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

35

21

7.5

28

9.9

0.76

Cat C

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

20

36

7.0

51

10.0

0.69

Cat D

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

16

42

7.0

78

12.9

0.54

Cat E

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

41

17

6.8

25

10.3

0.66

Cat F

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

18

35

6.2

48

8.6

0.72

Cat G

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

13

45

5.7

78

9.9

0.58

Cat H

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

15

39

5.7

78

11.5

0.50

Cat I

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

15

37

5.4

91

13.3

0.41

Cat J

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

46

11

4.9

23

10

0.47

Cat K

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

46

11

4.9

23

10.5

0.47

Cat L

300

15-35

5-25

300-450

39

12

4.6

21

8.3

0.55

Catalyst
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Although the catalyst shows promising results already in terms of EtO yield, catalyst
optimization will lead to even better performance. Calcination temperature is a variable in the
synthesis procedure, which could prove to be impactful on catalyst activity, but at this point in
the development, this aspect has not been optimized.
PROCESS MODELING
RTI has developed a novel catalytic process for producing EtO from ethylene by using
CO2 as the oxidizing agent. With the aim of understanding the economic and technical
feasibilities and the environmental impact of this process, we developed a process model using
Aspen Plus, a commercial process simulation software from AspenTech™, and performed a
detailed analysis of the process. We developed the process models to depict the overall process
to produce 250,000 tonnes/yr of EtO.
The main reactions that define this process are presented in Equations 9 through 12 as
follows:
Reaction 1: 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝑀 → 𝐶𝑂 + 𝑀[𝑂], ∆𝐻 = 8.16 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 (1)

(Eq. 9)

Reaction 2: 𝐶2 𝐻4 + 𝑀[𝑂] → 𝐶2 𝐻4 𝑂 + 𝑀, ∆𝐻 = 169.6 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 (2)

(Eq. 10)

Reaction 3: 𝐶2 𝐻4 + 6𝑀[𝑂] → 2𝐶𝑂2 + 2𝐻2 𝑂 + 6𝑀, ∆𝐻 = 325.9 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 (3) (Eq. 11)
1

Reaction 4: 𝑀 + 2 𝑂2 ↔ 𝑀𝑂, ∆𝐻 = −274.7 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 (4)

(Eq. 12)

Reaction 1 (Equation 9) defines the oxidation of the metal catalyst, where the metal
catalyst in its initial state is denoted by “M” and in its oxidized state is denoted by “M[O].”
Reaction 2 (Equation 10) is the oxidation of ethylene by the oxidized metal catalyst to produce
EtO. Reaction 3 (Equation 11) is the undesirable side reaction, which is the combustion of
ethylene, where the combustion agent is the oxidized metal catalyst. It is important to note that
this reaction is endothermic, mainly due to the simultaneous metal oxide reduction. In this
reaction, each mole of ethylene is oxidized by 6 moles of metal oxide. Although ethylene
combustion is exothermic, the simultaneous endothermic reduction of 6 moles of the metal oxide
makes the overall side reaction endothermic in nature.
Based on the experimental studies in the project, two modes of the process have been
developed. The first mode is referred to as the transport mode, in which the oxidation and
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reduction reactors are carried out in separate reactors. In the oxidation reactor, the reaction in
Equation 12 occurs in which the metal catalyst is oxidized. This oxidized metal catalyst is
separated from the gas stream containing a CO and CO2 mixture in a cyclone, and the catalyst is
sent to the reduction reactor where Reactions 2 and 3 (Equations 10 and 11, respectively) take
place. The reduced metal catalyst is then recycled to the oxidation reactor for another cycle of
the redox reactions.
The second operating mode is referred to as the cofeed mode. Like the name suggests,
both the main reactants CO2 and ethylene are fed together into the main reactor where the
oxidation and reduction reactions occur sequentially in the same reactor.
The block flow diagrams and the process description for the two operating modes are
discussed in the next section.
Model Architecture
During this process, the main reactants are CO2 and ethylene. The inlet conditions for
CO2 are considered to be 151 barg and 25°C assuming that CO2 is procured from the Alberta
Carbon trunk line, in this scenario.11 The inlet conditions are similar to CO2 available from the
Souris Valley Pipeline in North Dakota. 12 12 Ethylene is assumed to be available at 102 barg
and 25°C from the Ethylene Distribution System operated by Nova Chemicals.13
Transport Mode
The block flow diagram of the transport mode is shown in Figure 16. The main reactants
(i.e., CO2 and ethylene) are first heated to 200°C by using steam and then expanded to 20.7 barg.
CO2 is heated to 700°C and is then sent to the oxidation reactor, where the catalyst is oxidized
and CO is produced. The reactions in Equations 9 through 11 (Reactions 1, 2, and 3,
respectively) are net endothermic, and the heat of reaction is supplied by preheating the feed inlet
gases to the oxidation and reduction reactors and additionally supplying external heat to the
reactors. A wide range of reaction conversions have been evaluated in this study, and to ensure
convergence for the different reaction scenarios, the reactors have been assumed to be isothermal
in the process model, and the heat duty requirement of the reactors was used to estimate the
thermal energy requirement of the process. The outlet gas from the oxidation reactor contains
CO, CO2, and the oxidized metal catalyst. This gas-solid mixture is sent to a cyclone, where the
oxidized catalyst is separated and sent to the reduction reactor, while the gas stream containing
CO2 and CO is sent to the purification section. This stream is sent to an amine treatment system
for separating CO2 present in this stream. The purified CO stream is a by-product in the process,
and the captured CO2 is recycled back to the oxidation reactor.
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Ethylene is heated to a temperature of 450°C and sent to the reduction reactor. The
oxidized catalyst sent to the reduction reactor reacts with ethylene to form EtO. In the reduction
reactor, an undesirable side reaction between ethylene and oxygen from the oxidized catalyst
results in ethylene combustion and produces CO2 and H2O. The outlet stream from the reduction
reactor is sent to a cyclone where the reduced catalyst is separated, heated, and sent back into the
oxidation reactor. The gas stream containing EtO, ethylene, CO2, and H2O is sent to a scrubbing
column where the gas stream is scrubbed with H2O. EtO dissolves in the H2O and exits with the
water stream while the gas stream exiting the scrubber contains ethylene and CO2. The EtOwater stream is sent to a distillation column to separate the product EtO from the H2O. The EtO
separation from the product gas using water scrubbing and subsequent distillation is a common
practice and is employed in the conventional direct oxidation process as well.14 . The unreacted
ethylene and CO2 mixture is sent to an amine absorber for CO2 capture and the unconverted
ethylene is recycled to the reduction reactor.
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Figure 16. Block flow diagram of the transport mode.
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Cofeed Mode
The block flow diagram for the cofeed mode of operation is shown in Figure 17.
Ethylene and CO2, after heating and expansion to 20.7 barg, are mixed and heated to 700°C to
provide the heat required for Reactions 1, 2, and (Equations 9 through 11, respectively).
Additional external heat is supplied to the reactors to provide the heat required for the reactions
to take place. A wide range of reaction conversions were evaluated in this study and to ensure
process model convergence, the cofeed reactor was assumed to be isothermal in the process
model, and the heat duty of the reactor was considered in the TEA to estimate the cost of the
thermal energy requirement for this process.
The feed mixture is sent to the cofeed reactor, where the oxidation and reduction
reactions take place over the metal catalyst to produce CO and EtO. Some CO2 is also formed as
a by-product of the undesirable combustion reaction. The outlet gas stream contains a mixture
of products (CO, EtO, and H2O), as well as the unreacted CO2 and ethylene. This stream is used
for partial reheating of the feed gases and is sent to a scrubbing section that uses H2O as the
scrubbing agent. Product EtO is recovered in the water stream exiting this section, and the H2O
and EtO mixture is distilled to recover EtO as the product similar to the transport mode process.
The gas stream leaving the scrubbing section with CO, CO2, and unconverted ethylene is sent to
a carbon capture system, where CO2 is captured and recycled to the cofeed reactor. The CO2
free gas stream is a mixture of CO and ethylene at this point and is sent to a cryogenic
separation unit to condense ethylene from the mixture and obtain a pure product stream of CO.
The separation may be able to be achieved in a cold box unit instead of requiring cryogenic
separation, which would further lower the energy requirement. As a conservative estimate, the
cryogenic separation unit was used in the process model. Unconverted ethylene is recycled to
the cofeed reactor.
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Figure 17. Block flow diagram of the cofeed mode.
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Model Assumptions
Specific assumptions were made during the process of developing the models on Aspen
Plus. The assumptions were made based on conservative results from the experimental analysis
of the process. The assumptions considered are listed as follows:
▪

In the transport mode of operation, the operating conditions for the oxidation reactor
are 19 barg and 600°C, and 19 barg and 450°C for the reduction reactor.

▪

In the cofeed mode, the operating conditions in the cofeed reactor are assumed to be
19 barg and 450°C.

▪

In both the operating modes, the reactors are considered to be isothermal to
accommodate the wide range of reaction conversions evaluated. The heat duty of the
reactors was considered to estimate the total thermal energy requirement for the
process.

▪

The conversion for the side reaction, Reaction 3 (Equation 11) was assumed to be
10%.

▪

To enable development of the process model simultaneously while screening
catalysts for the best performing combination, the metal to metal oxide conversion
has been assumed to be iron to Fe2O3. Thus, heat of reactions for the three key
reactions in the process are based on the iron catalyst oxidation reduction cycle.

Techno-economic Analysis
We performed a techno-economic evaluation on both the modes of operation of the C3PEO technology. The assumptions, approach, and the results from this study are discussed in
the following few subsections of this report.
Techno-economic Analysis Architecture
The economic model assumptions made for the process are summarized in Table 6. All
of the costs considered in the study are in 2015 U.S. dollars.
Table 6.

Summary of Economic Assumptions Considered for the C3-PEO Process

Parameter

Assumption

Taxes

38%

Capacity factor

85%

Interest rate

8%

Capital depreciation

20 years; 150% double declining method

% of Total capital that is depreciated

100%

Total debt financed

60%
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Parameter

Assumption

Term of loan

20 years

Capital expenditure period

3 years (2015–2017)

Operational period

20 years (2017–2037);

Economic analysis period (for calculating internal
rate of return [IRR])

23 years (capital expenditure period + plant operational
period); (2015–2037)

Escalation of revenue, operating and maintenance
costs, and fuel costs

3%

Repayment term of debt

20 years

Grace period on debt repayment

0 years

Other information required to calculate the yearly cash flows would be the raw material
and product price information. For all the cases, the product or raw material prices considered in
the economic evaluation are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7.

Summary of Product and Raw Material Cost Assumptions
Feed and Product Pricing

Product
Carbon monoxide, $/MMBtu

$12.50

Ethylene oxide, $/tonne

$990.00

Raw Materials
Carbon dioxide, $/tonne

$0.00

Ethylene, $/tonne

$600.00

For evaluating the cash flow of any process, it is essential to know the capital costs and
the operating costs for the process. We used the Aspen Process Economic Analyzer to estimate
the capital cost for both cases. From the process models developed for both the cases, we then
listed and sized all the equipment. Using the sizing information, we then estimated the capital
costs of the plant. The process model serves as the basis for estimating the operating costs. We
determined the operating costs of the process by estimating the total raw material, labor, and
utility costs.
Using the estimated capital costs and operating costs information, we calculated the
yearly cash flow values for each of the cases. Starting from the year when construction began
(2015) to the end of the economic analysis period (2037), we calculated the taxable income, the
net revenue after taxes, and the operating cash flow for every year. Using the operating cash
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flow values for the entire economic evaluation period, we calculated the internal rate of return
(IRR) for each case.
For each year in the economic analysis period, we calculated the earnings before interest
and taxes (EBIT) as the difference between the total annual revenue and the total annual
expenses. While estimating EBIT, it is important to note that depreciation is also considered as
an expense. We then calculated the taxable income as the difference between the total annual
revenue and the total annual expenses, less the depreciation and the interest payment. As shown
in Table 9, 38% of the taxable income was assumed to be taxes. We then calculated the net
revenue as the difference between EBIT and the taxes plus interest payment. Because
depreciation is not a tangible cost or a real cash flow, the annual depreciation amount is added
back to the net revenue to estimate the operating cash flow for a year. The operating cash flows
for the entire economic evaluation period are considered to calculate the IRR for each case. The
cash flow analysis assumptions are included in Error! Reference source not found. A.
Model Results
RTI used the Aspen Process Economic Analyzer from the AspenTech Suite of process
simulation software to estimate the capital costs for the two cases. We used the information
from the process models developed on Aspen Plus to size the equipment, and then utilized the
sizing data in the Aspen Process Economic Analyzer to estimate the total capital costs. The
capital costs for the two cases are presented in Table 8. The capital costs for the two cases are
similar. In the transport mode, the number of equipment components are higher in the reaction
area of the process, and the separation zone of the process is fairly straightforward. In the
cofeed mode, the reaction zone is fairly straightforward and has fewer equipment components,
and the separation of the mixture containing both the products and the unconverted reactants is
complex. In addition to the CO2 separation and scrubbing towers, the separation zone also
includes a cryogenic separation unit to separate the unconverted ethylene from the product CO.
Overall, the capital costs for the two process cases are estimated to be approximately $100
million for a plant producing 250,000 tonnes/yr of EtO.
Table 8.

Capital Costs for the Two Cases

Total capital cost (2015 U.S. dollars)
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We performed the cash flow analysis for both the transport and cofeed modes, and the
results are presented in Figure 18. We evaluated the ethylene to EtO conversion that is required
for each case in order to have an IRR of 15%. For cofeed case, we estimated that a main
reaction conversion of 9% is needed with the assumptions previously discussed to achieve an
IRR of 15%. For the transport case, however, the main reaction conversion must be at least 12%
for an IRR of 15%. The experimental results for ethylene oxidation by CO2 in the transport
mode do not appear to be capable of achieving the required conversion value. Therefore, we
performed a sensitivity analysis only for the cofeed mode of operation to better understand the
impacts of various process parameters on the economics.
14%

Ethylne to EtO conversion

12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Cofeed case

Transport Case

Figure 18. Comparison of main reaction conversion required to achieve
an IRR of 15% for the two cases.
The economic analysis results previously discussed are based on current product and
raw material prices. To understand the impact of the prices, we developed the process
economics for best, base, and worst case scenarios. The assumptions for the best and worst case
scenarios are presented in Table 9. For the best case scenario, a credit of $15/tonne of CO2 is
considered.
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Table 9.

Summary of Process Costs for the Three Scenarios
Best Case

Base Case

Worst Case

$20.00

$12.50

$5.00

$1,090.00

$990.00

$890.00

Carbon dioxide, $/tonne

−$15.00

$0.00

$15.00

Ethylene, $/tonne

$500.00

$600.00

$770.00

Products
Carbon monoxide, $/MMBtu
Ethylene oxide, $/tonne
Raw Materials

For these three scenarios (i.e., best, base, and worst case), we estimated the ethylene to
EtO reaction conversion with the objective of achieving an IRR of 15%. We kept the side
reaction conversion for the three scenarios constant at 10%. The results are shown in Figure 19.
In the best case scenario listed in Table 12, for 4% of the ethylene converting to EtO, an IRR of
15% is obtained, whereas in the worst case scenario with unfavorable raw material and product
costs, a reaction conversion of 22% is required to achieve an IRR of 15%.
25%

22%

ETHYLENE TO ETO CONVERSION

20%

15%

10%
9%
5%
4%
0%
Best Case

Base Case

Worst Case

Figure 19. Main reaction conversions for the three scenarios.
Process Sensitivity Analysis
Techno-economic Analysis
Furthermore, it is important to understand the impacts of the various process parameters
on the process economics. RTI varied the impacts of various parameters (e.g., the ethylene
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price, the CO2 price, the product values) one at a time to understand their individual impact on
the process economics. The objective was to determine which of these parameters had the most
impact on the economic feasibility of the process. We varied each of the process parameters,
and then determined the main reaction conversion required to achieve an IRR of 15%. The
results of this exercise are summarized in Figure 20. As previously discussed, with the base
case assumptions, a minimum conversion of 9% is required, which is the median value.

Figure 20. A tornado chart for process sensitivity analysis.
From the analysis, it was evident that the ethylene price has the most impact on the
process economics. In addition to the conversion of ethylene to EtO, some ethylene is also
converted to CO2 and H2O. The overall consumption of ethylene is found to have the most
impact on the process economics. Therefore, it is of very high value to improve the catalyst
properties so that the side reaction is minimized. The price of CO2 was found to have the next
highest impact, due to its high consumption, to provide the oxidized catalyst for EtO
production, as well as the undesirable side reaction. EtO price was found to have a moderate
impact, and CO price was found to have the least impact on the economics. This analysis shows
that it is very important to inhibit the side reaction and to effectively use the two reactants,
ethylene and CO2.
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The next task was to evaluate the production cost of EtO and understand the factors that
have the most impact on the production cost. The previous sensitivity analysis focused on
estimating the minimum EtO yield under different scenarios. The current analysis aims to
understand the impact of various process factors on the EtO production cost, while keeping the
EtO yield constant. In this evaluation the ethylene to EtO yield has been considered to be 5%,
while the side reaction yield was assumed to be 7% to match the best performance case from the
experimental runs. The EtO selectivity was estimated to be 41% in this case. The EtO
production cost for this base case is estimated to be $980/tonne. The base case assumptions used
for this analysis are listed in Table 10.
Base Case Assumptions for Production Cost
Sensitivity Analysis . The variation in EtO production cost with a change in each of these
process parameters is shown in Figure 21. .
Table 10.

Base Case Assumptions for Production Cost Sensitivity Analysis

Parameter

Assumption

EtO selectivity

41%

Ethylene price, $/tonne

$500

CO2 credit, $/tonne

$15

CO price, $/MMBtu

$10

EtO production cost

$980
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Figure 21.

A tornado chart for process sensitivity analysis.

Out of all the factors listed, EtO selectivity has the biggest impact on the process
economics. A 15 percentage-point increase in EtO selectivity from the current selectivity of
41% to 56% reduces the production cost of EtO by as much as 21%. The production cost at
56% selectivity is estimated to be $770/tonne. Similarly, a 15 percentage-point reduction in
selectivity has a detrimental effect on the process economics, increasing the production cost by
approximately 33%. As discussed in the previous sensitivity analysis, ethylene consumption is
the next biggest impact factor, as it is the key raw material. A $100/tonne increase or decrease
in ethylene price, results in a 17% increase or decrease in the EtO production cost. CO price
does not significantly impact the production cost of EtO, while an increase in the CO2 credit to
$30/tonne reduces the EtO production cost by 11%.
GHG LCA
One of the key advantages of the C3-PEO process is that CO2 is effectively used to
oxidize ethylene to make EtO, which is a valuable product. It is very important to understand
the environmental benefits of this process by performing a GHG LCA. To enable a fair
comparison, RTI compared the GHG impact of the C3-PEO process to the conventional EtO
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manufacture process, and we estimated the GHG benefits in producing a tonne of EtO. A
preliminary LCA was completed during the proposal stage of the project and was updated with
the process model results to include an increased level of detail. A cradle-to-gate approach for
analyzing the GHG benefits for the C3-PEO process compared to the conventional process is
outlined in the following subsections of this report.
Various studies have documented the resources required in the production of EtO in
cradle-to-gate type approaches.15 In such approaches, the GHG emissions associated with each
precursor and inputs into the process are included, along with the impact of the EtO production
process. The analysis concluded with the desired product of EtO, independent of how it may be
used or disposed of beyond that step. Following the production of EtO, its subsequent use either
as an end product or more commonly as an intermediate in further chemical production and
associated emissions will be the same regardless of the production method used. Therefore, the
cradle-to-gate analysis of the current production methods of EtO, compared with that of the C3PEO technology, will help distinguish the possible GHG benefits.
The block diagram of the conventional EtO manufacture process is shown in Figure 22.
In the conventional process ethylene (95–98% purity) and O2 (95 mole %) are mixed in a ratio
of 1:10 by weight and are passed over a catalyst consisting of Ag2O deposited on an inert carrier
such as corundum or α-alumina. Generally, an anti-catalyst such as ethylene dichloride
(approximately 2% based on the weight of ethylene) is added to the ethylene feed to suppress
the formation of CO2.14
The pure O2 stream is produced on site by using an air separation unit, which is energy
intensive. During the conventional process, the side reaction conversion is approximately 5.6%.
The EtO purification step is similar in both the conventional and the C3-PEO processes.
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Figure 22. A block diagram of the conventional ethylene oxidation process from a GHG
perspective.
A block flow diagram of the process layout for the transport mode is shown in Figure
23. The blocks in blue represent the units implemented in the process model that were not
previously considered in the preliminary GHG analysis previously developed. In addition,
compressors and pumps, when required, have been considered in this analysis.
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Figure 23. A block flow diagram of the C3-PEO process, transport mode from a GHG
perspective.
The block diagram for the cofeed mode is shown in Figure 24. Using the process model,
RTI estimated the electricity consumption, amount of CO2 used and heat input to the system.
We used these estimates in the GHG analysis to estimate the total amount of CO2 emitted per
tonne of EtO produced. Estimating the CO2 emissions, allows us to calculate the amount of CO2
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emissions that can be potentially avoided if EtO was produced by using the C3-PEO process
instead of the conventional direct oxidation process. The main contributions to the LCA are
outlined in the following subsections.
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Figure 24. A block flow diagram of the C3-PEO process, cofeed mode from a GHG
perspective.
Air separation unit
CO2 is the main oxidizing agent in the C3-PEO process; however, for the conventional
process, O2 is the main oxidizing agent, for which an air separation unit would be necessary.
The CO2 generated during the production of electricity used for the air separation unit is
considered in estimating the total tonnes of CO2 produced per tonne of EtO produced in the
conventional process.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) input
In the C3-PEO process, CO2 is consumed, and the benefit of reducing GHG gases
should be considered in this analysis. Some CO2 is produced as a by-product from the
undesirable combustion of ethylene, but the net CO2 that is consumed in the process is essential
to estimate the GHG benefits of the novel process. The source of the CO2 was not considered in
this analysis and any GHG impacts from the CO2 consumed in the process must be integrated
depending on the source.
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Electricity
The electricity consumed for compression, pumping, and conveying is determined for
the conventional and the C3-PEO processes and are considered when estimating the GHG
produced per tonne of EtO produced in these two processes.
Natural gas
The cradle-to-grave impacts for the natural gas consumed for heating purposes in the
two processes are considered in the evaluation of GHG produced. RTI estimated the natural gas
required to supply the heat of reaction for all the key reactions in the process for each case and
took into account the CO2 emissions from burning the natural gas when determining the GHG
emissions for the C3-PEO process.
Carbon monoxide (CO)
CO is a by-product in the C3-PEO process. A cradle-to-gate GHG impact for CO
produced conventionally was considered in this analysis. This impact would be total GHG
emissions that are avoided by producing CO by using the C3-PEO process instead of through
conventional processes and hence, considered as a GHG benefit. This gas manufacture typically
occurs through the processing of syngas that may originate from a number of different
hydrocarbon resources. Although the GHG impact of syngas may be minimized with the use of
biomass, steam methane reforming of natural gas is more likely suited for use in Alberta.16 We
used ThinkStep’s proprietary LCA software, GaBi, to calculate the GHG emissions for
conventionally producing CO.
CO Purification
In both of the process modes, CO in the exit stream from the reactor is present in a
mixture of other components in the system. In the transport mode, it is a CO and CO2 mixture,
whereas in the cofeed mode, it is in a mixture of CO, CO2, and ethylene. To separate CO2, the
gas mixture is sent to an amine separation unit; to recover CO2 from the amine solvent, the
solvent is subjected to thermal regeneration. To account for the heating requirements in the CO
purification step, RTI considered the CO2 thermal regeneration energy.
We determined the previously described factors for the conventional EtO production and
the C3-PEO process in the two modes of operation. All other factors such as transport and
refinery products would be similar for the conventional and C3-PEO processes and hence can
be ignored to estimate the GHG benefits. The results are discussed further in the next section of
this report.
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LCA Results
The LCA results for the two cases are summarized in Table 11. RTI used the GHG
emissions from the conventional ethylene direct oxidation in the GHG benefit evaluation. The
GHG emissions for the two process modes were evaluated from the process model and were
used to determine the amount of CO2 avoided by each of these processes per tonne of EtO
produced.
The EtO yield for the transport and cofeed modes was assumed to be 12% and 9%,
respectively, and the side reaction conversion was assumed to be 10% for both the cases. The
amount of CO2 consumed per tonne of EtO produced is in the same range for both the modes of
operation of the C3-PEO process. However, the consumption of electricity and natural gas is
higher for the transport mode compared to the cofeed mode mainly because of the intermediate
catalyst heating and additional recycle compression in the transport mode case. However,
because CO2 is one of the main reactants, in both the modes of operation of the C3-PEO
process, the amount of CO2 avoided is greater than 2 tonnes per tonne of EtO produced. The
amount of CO2 avoided for the cofeed mode was found to be higher at 3.2 tonnes per tonne EtO
produced.
Table 11.

Results of GHG Benefit Analysis for the Two Cases
Transport Mode

Cofeed Mode

Traditional
Production
(tonne/tonne
of EtO)

C3-PEO
Production
(tonne/tonne
of EtO)

GHG Benefit
(tonne/tonne of
EtO)

C3-PEO
Production
(tonne/tonne
of EtO)

GHG Benefit
(tonne/tonne
of EtO)

0.035

—

0.035

—

0.035

—

−5.080

5.080

−5.172

5.172

Electricity

0.064

0.225

−0.161

0.171

−0.107

Natural gas

0.390

2.550

−2.160

1.967

−1.577

Carbon monoxide

—

−3.214

3.214

−3.108

3.108

Carbon monoxide
purification

—

−3.965

−3.965

−3.416

−3.416

Transports

—

—

—

—

—

Energy carriers

—

—

—

—

—

Refinery products

—

—

—

—

—

Air separation unit
Carbon dioxide
input

Total

2.043
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To understand the effects of various parameters on the GHG emissions, RTI performed a
sensitivity analysis for various scenarios of main reaction and side reaction conversions.
However, we found that the higher the side reaction conversion was, the higher the GHG
avoided as well. This can be better understood by studying the following key reactions involved
(Equations 13 through 15):
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1: 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝑀 → 𝐶𝑂 + 𝑀[𝑂]

(Eq. 13)

𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2: 𝐶2 𝐻4 + 𝑀[𝑂] → 𝐶2 𝐻4 𝑂 + 𝑀

Eq. 14)

𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3: 𝐶2 𝐻4 + 6𝑀[𝑂] → 2𝐶𝑂2 + 2𝐻2 𝑂 + 6𝑀

(Eq. 15)

Only 1 mole of the oxidized metal catalyst is required to convert 1 mole of ethylene to
EtO in the main reaction, Reaction 2 (Equation 14). However, for the undesirable side reaction,
every mole of ethylene participating in the side reaction consumes 6 moles of the oxidized
metal catalyst. These 6 moles of the oxidized catalyst require 6 moles of CO2 to get to the
oxidized state from the initial state. Therefore, a combination of Reactions 1 and 3 (Equations
13 and 15, respectively) would show that every mole of ethylene participating in the side
reaction indirectly consumes 4 moles of CO2 and hence, the overall GHG benefits are higher
when the side reaction is dominant, though valuable products are not generated, and the
ethylene reactant is consumed. As a result, this side reaction has a positive effect on the GHG
benefits, but would have a negative effect on the economics of the process.
This analysis suggests that although it is important to understand the GHG savings using
the novel process, the GHG benefit analysis should be tightly integrated to the techno-economic
analysis of the overall process. The results of the integrated analysis are presented in the next
few subsections of this report.
GHG Benefit Analysis
From the LCA, it was evident that the GHG benefits that could be realized by the C3PEO process should be evaluated with integration into the process economics. With this
objective, we evaluated the base case process economics at different side reaction conversions.
The results are presented in Figure 25.
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Figure 25. IRR and GHG variations with different side reaction conversions.
From the LCA, we concluded that the higher the side reaction conversion, the higher
were the GHG benefits. The main reaction conversion was maintained constant at the base case
value of 9%, and the process economics and GHG benefits were estimated at three different side
reaction conversions of 5%, 10%, and 15%. From Figure 35, for a 5% side reaction, the IRR is
estimated to be 32%, and only 0.65 tonnes of CO2 are avoided per tonne of EtO produced.
However, at a 15% side reaction conversion, 4.7 tonnes of CO2 are avoided per tonne of EtO
produced, and the IRR is 0%, which shows that the process is not promising in this scenario.
For the base case scenario, 3.2 tonnes of CO2 are avoided per tonne of EtO produced, and the
IRR is 15%. Figure 35 clearly shows that there is a tradeoff between the GHG benefits and the
process economics, and it is very important to understand the integrated environmental and
economic performance of the process for different economic and process scenarios.
Techno-economic Analysis and GHG Benefit Analysis for Current Catalyst Performance
The sensitivity analyses previously described show the importance of balancing the EtO
and H2O yields of the C3-PEO catalyst. Table 12 lists the calculated IRR and GHG benefit for
three of the top performing catalysts developed in Round 1 of the Climate Change and
Emissions Management Corporation (CCEMC) Grand Challenge. We calculated each of the
IRR values by using the best case scenario values previously listed. While Figure 35 shows a
major variability in the IRR and GHG benefit as the side reaction conversion is varied, Table 15
shows that both a high IRR and GHG benefit may be achieved as long as the EtO:H2O yield
ratio is approximately 3:4.
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Table 12.

IRR and GHG Benefit of Three Top Performing Catalysts
Catalyst 1

Catalyst 2

Catalyst 3

EtO yield

7.5

6.2

5

H2O yield

10

8.6

7

IRR

27%

23%

21%

GHG benefit, tonne/tonne of EtO produced

4.20

4.31

4.33

The total GHG reduction benefit for the C3-PEO process in Alberta, Canada, is
estimated at 4.33 tonnes of CO2-e per tonne of EtO produced. Therefore, to achieve a minimum
emission reduction of 1 Mt of CO2-e, 0.23 Mt of EtO would need to be produced by the C3PEO process per annum, or approximately 1 plant sized at 250 kt. This value is approximately
20% of the current market size in Canada and less than 1% of the expected global market size of
24.5 Mt in 2017.17 Conservative market penetration rates were assumed to determine the
expected GHG reduction from C3-PEO deployment. With the EtO market growing between 3%
and 4% per annum, we assumed an average global market penetration rate of 2% and a higher
penetration rate for Alberta of 4%, given the ideal market for the technology and products.17-18
As a result, following the demonstration of the process in 2020, the cumulative GHG reductions
of C3-PEO can be calculated in 10- and 20-year increments as shown in Table 13. This
technology has an expected GHG benefit of 32 Mt of CO2-e by 2036 in Alberta and 356 Mt of
CO2-e reductions globally. With the annual global demand of EtO expected to grow to nearly 50
Mt by 2050 and 2.3 Mt in Alberta, there is a potential GHG emission reduction of more than
200 Mt of CO2-e per annum if the entire global supply adopted the C3-PEO process and 10 Mt
of CO2-e per annum in Alberta.
Table 13.

Cumulative Emissions Reductions from C3-PEO Market Penetration
10-Year Increment

20-Year Increment

2016–2026

2016–2036

Alberta

5.8 Mt of CO2-e

32 Mt of CO2-e

Global

65 Mt of CO2-e

356 Mt of CO2-e

PRELIMINARY DESIGN PACKAGE
The process flow diagram for the C3-PEO pilot system to be built during Round 2 of the
CCEMC Grand Challenge is shown in Figure 26. The reactant gas consisting of ethylene,
nitrogen, CO2, and a tracer gas, is preheated before entering the fluidized bed reactor, which can
be operated as a fixed or fluidized bed. The product gas is then filtered and reduced to near
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atmospheric pressure in a BPR. The effluent stream then enters a heat exchanger to cool the
product gas to the scrubber operational temperature (73ºC), and the EtO is converted to ethylene
glycol. The remaining products are combusted in a thermal oxidizer.
Back Pressure
Regulator

Vent
Filter
Heat Exchanger
EtO Reactor
Ethylene
Nitrogen
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Tracer Gas

EtO Scrubber Thermal Oxidizer

Gas Preheating

Figure 26. Process flow diagram for the C3-PEO pilot system.
GHG Emissions Reductions Status
This project is not projected to begin reducing GHG emissions until commercial
development begins after the end of Round 3 of the CCEMC Grand Challenge.
CONCLUSIONS
During Round 1, RTI has improved on its previous catalyst formulations and developed
families of catalysts that can both remove oxygen from CO2 and transfer the oxygen to ethylene
to make EtO. Although previous work focused on iron in terms of reacting with CO2, we
determined that it was not selective for ethylene epoxidation. Instead, other catalyst families
were found to have higher EtO selectivity. We have made improvements regarding the
production of EtO by incorporating promoters, by investigating the catalyst support, and
observing the impacts of dispersion. We evaluated the technology to obtain long-term catalyst
activity and stability data and to develop an optimum process design.
RTI developed catalysts that have been shown to be able to produce EtO in both a
cofeed mode and a transport mode of operation. However, after incorporating experimental data
into a process model, it was determined that the cofeed mode of operation is the most
economical embodiment for a complete process. While the catalyst is not optimized, the current
experimental results have achieved yields comparable to the conventional process with a yield
of EtO between 5% and 8%. The TEA results have indicated that the C3-PEO technology could
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be economically viable given favorable market conditions. Optimization of the catalyst during
continued development could increase the economic advantage of the C3-PEO technology
beyond the conventional process. RTI also used the modeled system to perform a detailed
analysis of the potential GHG reductions of the process. The LCA shows that greater than 4.3
Mt of CO2-e may be avoided for each 1 Mt of EtO produced. One standard-sized 250 kt EtO
plant in Alberta would be able to achieve greater than 1 Mt of CO2 emissions avoidance per
annum. Finally, we developed a preliminary design package for testing of the novel catalyst in a
scaled-up process in Round 2 of the CCEMC Grand Challenge for Innovative Carbon Uses.
SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS
RTI presented the results of the project at various conferences over the course of the
project including the following:


Mobley, P. D., & Lail, M. A. (Invited Speaker). (2014, April). Captured-CO2
Catalyst for the Production of Ethylene Oxide (C3-PEO). Presented at Zero14,
Alberta, Canada.



Lail, M. A., Mobley, P. D., & Peters, J. E. (Invited Speaker). (2015,
May). Carbon dioxide utilization for the production of ethylene oxide. Poster
presented at Gordon Research Conference on Carbon Capture, Utilization, and
Storage, Easton, MA



Mobley, P. D., Lail, M. A., & Peters, J. E. (Invited Speaker). (2015, November).
CO2 Utilization for the Production of Ethylene Oxide. Presented at AIChE
Annual Meeting, Salt Lake City, UT.

In addition, a patent application is in progress to secure the intellectual property of the
C3-PEO technology and will be submitted after completion of Round 1 of the project.
NEXT STEPS
RTI is seeking to secure continued funding through CCEMC during Round 2 of the
Grand Challenge for Innovative Carbon Uses to continue development of the C3-PEO
technology. An industrial project partner and pilot-scale testing host site is currently being
negotiated to accelerate the development path toward commercialization. We have developed
presentation slides outlining the project findings and development path for the next several
years. Multiple industry representatives have visited RTI to discuss the progress of the
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technology and the potential role they may play as a partner in the development into a
commercial process.
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DISCLAIMER
CCEMC and Her Majesty the Queen in right of Alberta and each of them make no
warranty, express or implied, nor assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of any information contained in this publication, nor that use
thereof does not infringe on privately owned rights. The views and opinions of the author
expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of CCEMC and Her Majesty the Queen in right
of Alberta and each of them. The directors, officers, employees, agents, and consultants of
CCEMC and the Government of Alberta are exempted, excluded, and absolved from all liability
for damage or injury, howsoever caused, to any person in connection with or arising out of the
use by that person for any purpose of this publication or its contents.
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